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Things, words, 
humans – 
everything 
goes round in 
circles. Five 
people, one 
living room. 
Outside, on the 
street, 
cars 
are set 
on Fire, 
and from 
the…



…kitchen there comes 
no nice smell. Passi-
ve-aggressive bohemians 
and miserable street 
fighting united in an 
ideological feasting on 
leftovers. Approaches 
to static warfare are 
rehearsed. Cigarettes 
stabilize hands. Intimidated feet seek love from 
the radiator. Tidbit talk about tans-generative 
guilt, about the decline of Baltimore, the notion 
of Elysium and viral resistances. But no matter 
in which direction the thematic spin-the-bott-
le turns, each word remains a pose, each gaze a 
calculation. Everyone is blathering, equipped for 
becoming the next group-stalin. And it requires 
some truly powerful blast outside so that people 
socially reconcile, for a fragile second, in fear 
and laughter. 

Was wahrscheinlich passiert 
wäre, wäre ich nicht zuhause 
geblieben is an open-mouth 
surgery in five acts. Editing, 
backgrounds, and narrow fra-
ming separate the protagonists 
beyond hope. Abandoned in a 
filmic de-montage that even-
tually sends its own form to 
hell – with pathology, green 
light, and excess.

Directors Statement

Categorical in-between. In a 
universe of mutual touching, 
approaching, and recoiling. 

This is the condition I have been interested in. 
This shapeless yet monstrous malaise it genera-
tes. Immediately it holds sway over every space, 
and it decomposes time. Where it comes from, 
remains undetermined. In the film, it becomes a 
visual challenge, too. How do you depict so-
mething you cannot see? The camera serves as a 
seismograph of reactions and effects. The actual 
remains a phantom. It abandons the humans in the 
everyday. As such, the study itself becomes a 
phantasm. An uncontrollable play with possibi-
lities and claims. Was wahrscheinlich passiert 
wäre, wäre ich 
nicht zuhause ge-
blieben is a film 
in the mode of 
subjunctive: It 
could have been 
like that. Yet, 
everything is 
made up.
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